BUYER’S GUIDE
HOT TUBBERS WANTED
How much does it cost to operate a hot tub?

Freeflow® Spas are certified to the strict guidelines set for by the California Energy Commission (CEC) in accordance with California law. This gives you peace of mind knowing that your spa is designed to keep operating costs low no matter where you live.

Each Freeflow Spa owner’s operating cost is different. Determining your cost depends on which model you own, the temperature you set, your frequency of use, the mean ambient temperature and the cost of electricity where you live.
Do I have to install plumbing?

No. Freeflow Spas are portable, self-contained hot tubs that do not require any plumbing. Simply fill the hot tub with water from a garden hose, plug it in and enjoy.
Where the best place to put my hot tub?

Wherever you will use it the most! This could mean right outside your back door if you live in a place where weather is an issue. After all, who wants to run across a snowy backyard in their bathing suit? Check out YouTube.com/FreeflowSpas for more ideas on how to choose the perfect location for your hot tub. Remember, Freeflow® Spas are much lighter than traditional hot tubs and can be easily moved around your backyard until you find the perfect spot.
Jet count is an easy number to get hung up on. You might think that more jets equals a better hot tubbing experience. This is not necessarily the case. The Freeflow Spas engineering team has calibrated and measured each tub for optimal jet flow and user experience. Also consider how many jets each person can comfortably sit in front of, and how many people will be using the tub simultaneously. Many people prefer a quiet soak in their tub versus running the jets the entire time.
How to do I care for my hot tub?

Freeflow® Spas are extremely durable and weather resistant. If you need to clean your tub, you can wipe it down with a damp cloth and use a non-abrasive cleanser. When you’re ready to drain the hot tub, you can easily attach a garden hose to the exterior bottom drain.
Additional Resources

How to program my spa’s filter cycle

What’s the difference between 110v and 220v?

How to clean your hot tub water